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All aboilt readies
1. Some questions"obout reading tests. By .lara A. Pederson

The author lists' 264uestions.teachers and, administrators
ought to ask themseliesliefore administering reading tests
to the children in their schools. Some answers follow in:

2. What'i wrong with reading tests? By Deborah Meier
"Deborah Mitrier's critique of reading tests begins with what
the majority of tests ignore--that is, a definition of reading.
Her well-fOrmulated viewpoint about reading, and learning
to read, enable her to direct critical,attention'to major
issues and thus not to et. caught up (as the tests do them-

selves) in the bits and pieces of reading. It is this

quality that makes her review much more than a complaint.
--Edward A. Chittenden, Educational Testing Services;

3. Sustained Silent Reading By Robert A McCracken
McCracken, co-author with Marlene McCracken, his wife, of

Reading Is the Tiger's TailoSays that Sustained
Silent Taading (SSR) should be an integral part of a

reading program. It provides the drill of reading silently,
and it also provides children with the model of an adult

who reads and shares what is 'read.
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Some questions about reading tests

BY CLARA A. PEDERSON, professor of education, Center for Teaching and Learning

Teachers--Administrators:

How do you view standardized reading tests?

What do these tests measure?

What information do they give you?

What information don't they give you that you think you should
thave? How do you get that information?

Do they provide a meaningful evaluation of your reading program?

Do they really tell you if a child can read? How do you know?

Do they distinguish between a child who can read but is confused
by the directions from the child who can't read but only guessed
at the answers?

Do they measure any of the significant long range goals of the
reading program such as stimulating interest and enjoyment in
reading? If not, how do you get that information? Is it impor-
tant?

What does the grade leVel score on a test really tell you?

What is a norm?

Are you discouraged if half of the children score below the norm?
If so, why?

Have you examined the contents of the teats?

Do test items depend on the informational background of the child
rather than on an ability to think and reason?

Do you know why children riesponded to the items as they did?

Have you ever taken the test before giving it to.the children?

Have you ever discussed the test items that were answered incor-
rectly (according to the key) with the children?
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What's wrong with reading tests?
BY DEBORAH lEIER, open classroom coordinator, New York City, and advisor to City

College Workshop Center'for Open Education

The social context
The readinktest mystique is; despite

the number and respectability of its

/f1
opponen 4, decidedly more widespread and
power 1 than ever before. Faced with a
groxling demand for "accountability,"
school administrators increasingly tend to
eiploit testing as a cheap and easy way of
defining goals as well as of measuring

/
success.

As a result, every parent and citizen
is alerted to and armed with very precise
test statistics. A child is no longer
"a good reader," "a poor reader ," or even
"a non-reader." Now Johnny is 2.7 or
a 4.1 reader. Schools, too, are con-
sistently classified by reading test
scores--above grade level or below, and
almost all "performance contracting" is
based upon payment according to stitch test
score results. . 1

It is not only the poor minority parent,
with a history of legitimate suspicion
about trie good intentions of the school
system, who is the "true believer!' in the
reading tests. It is not only 3R conscious
"middle America The faith embraces also
highly-educated parents, including many
advocates of open classrooms, "relevant
curriculum", and free schools.

At meeting after meeting, many such
parents--while demanding the introduction
of fregr and more relevant schooling--will
inquire about the comparative test scores
of open vs. formal schools and use past
test scores to prove the evils of
traditional education.

Well-educated and well-off parents have
told me he ;' they "had to" change schools

ur hire tutors because their 9-year-old
scored low, or anyway insufficiently
high! ("But does he read well?" I ask in
vain!). Others praise John Holt and A.S.

In short, almost all parents -beileve
in" these tests. They "believe in" them
even when the scores defy their on
observations about their own child's
reading ability, and despite a nearly
total ignorance of test contents,
scoring methods, or, certainly, their
own child's actual performance on the
test.

Test scores are hard to resist, given
their widespread use by school systems,
their utilization in reputable studies on
education, their quotation in the most
scholarly journals, their yearly pub-
licity in the New York Times, and the

passing references made to them by the
best intentioned educators when boasting
of their own favorite programs. (Further-
mole, the statistical exactitude of the
testing lingo adds to an aura of scien-
tific accuracy.)

If this is the case with parents who
know their own children, and school
people who presumably know their own
classrooms, it, is certainly understandable(
that the public whose taxes support the
schools should accept test scores as hard
data regarding the success or failure of
school programs.

Yet an examination of the tests them-
selves, their scoring methods, and, most
important19 the manner in which children
handle them, demonstrates thatthey do a
grave disservice. They subject the
young child to an evaluation system based
on standards which neither child, parent,
teacher or school may agree on,br even
be consciously aware of, and thus, often
unwittingly, drive schools and teachers
into adopting pressure-cooker programs
to meet the needs of the tests, not
children.

Neil as their educational gods and then *REPRINTED from Notes from Cia College
tell me proudly that their fifth-grader is Advisory Service to Open Corridors, 'larch
an 11.3 reader. 4 1972.



This combination of circumstances may
account for what has become an open scan
dal in New York City schools: the wide
spread cheating done with regard to
reading tests, not merely by students but
by the educational establishment itself--
including traditionalists, reformers and
radicals.

While teachers and administrators

congratulate themselves on the fresh wind
of humanism that is blowing across the
nation's schools (albeit amidst an
inhumane poverty of funds), they have paid
too little attention to the entrenchment
of a system of measurement that tould

serve as the excuse for the death of
any reforms. '

"Why such passion? What are you afraid
of? Aren't such tests'merely' a tool to
measure a child's ability to read, which
you also are eager to improve?" say,

wellintentioned colleagues. But what is
reading? How do such tests measure it?
And if they do not measure reading
development, what is it they do? And
how dangerous is their effect?

It is a cliche to note that education
does not take,place solely within the
four walls of A school. In fact, be
tween the ages of 6 and 16, children
spend only about ,a fifth of their waking
hours inside schoOls. But what is
apparently less obvious is that it is

. therefore not possible to devise a
standardized group test that measures only
the data printed upon the mind by the
school teacher.

Or, put another way, no standardized
group test by its very nature can be
without bias. Nor should it. It has to
have a particular content of some sort.
Furthermore, it has to have a style and
a "jargon". It has to have a "format"--
a way,of getting to what it is after.
And finally, it must be built in Such a
way that it can be "objectively" scored
for right and wrong responses. .

4
The trouble with the tests

Two major biases exist in the reading
tests given to young children. One that
has been well publicized is the class and
cultural bias regarding choice of content.
As testing critics have noted, tests
reward not only "the ability to read"
but also knowledge of particular words,
ideas, places,-and experiences commonly
linked more with one socioeconomic group
than with another.

While one can understand the argument
that a high school diploma (Or a college
degree) should indicate knowledge of a
certain "common curricula territory", it
is not the tester of reading who should
be deciding on the territory.

Furthermore, to aim for this from the
primary school is absurd. Worse, it is
dangerous. For the task of the teacher
of the young is the very opposite one.
Early childhood education seeks to

emphasize words, concepts and reading
material that will help a child sort out
the here and now, that will provide

`continuity between his preschool learning
and his school learning, between the /'
(Afferent parts of his own life and
environment. It stretches out beyond
the world of intimacy only slowlyi as
experience, interests and needs/widen.

A test that ignores the"nature of

childhood separates--with a tool of
apparent scientific neutrality-- children
of one kind of background from those of
another. An examination of the way
children dealWith the test documents
this fact In a startling fashion. As one
listens, eO bright, articulate black

children from our inner city schools
attempt to make sense of the bewildering
array of test questions, the bias
involved is painful and shocking.

The second bias, less apparent and
probably more insidious because of its
sub$lety,is the extent to which stan
dardized tests are rigged against the
nature of the thinking of all young
children. What appears to many teachers,
in their effort to' coach their students

to success, as "immaturity" (if not
stupidity) in dealing with test questions,
is simply the normal developmental style
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of thought of any 7- or 8-year old.
Middle class children, because of their/

familiarity with certain key phrases and

styles (conditioned responses), thOrt-cut

the process and succeed in pro4u/cing
"right" answers even though /they do not

carry out the logical thot3ght implied

by the question. They get it "right" for

the "wrong" reason. ,The bright lower-class

child, who cannot fall back upon a life-

time of familiarity with certain
language, picture or word-association
patterns, is dependent upon real mental

ingenuity, to make the necessary "logical"

connecOons.

'As a result, even if he has equal
'reading skill and utilizes greater
intelligence in his effort to think through

the particular quettion on the test, he

is bound to answer wrong more frequently.

A 7-year-old child, still engaged in
"pre-operational" thinking, or, at most,

in what Jean Piaget has described as
"early concrete operational thinking," is
simply not in the same world as the adults

who fashiee such tests. It is for this

reason that such a child's ingenuity and

good judgmeht are not only useless to the

task, but often even detrimental to it.

In labeling such children "slow' or

seeking test-oriented get-rich-quick
schemes, irreparable damage is done.

Schemes to help such children "score

better" (however well meant) invariably

seek to substitute congUoned responses
for good thinking. -They block off the

rich vein of associative thinking,
imagery, spontaneity and attendant self-,

confidence that the world makes sense

upon which intellectual growth depends.

In relying on drilled associations to
link specific terms or words, .they divorce

language from conceptual and experiential

growth. They fashion their own curriculum
demands which focus not on children's

interests or their developmental needs but

on preknowledge of the nature of the test

contents. The tendency for "school

thinking" to become disassociated from
"sensible thinking" is thus reinforced.

In short, in order to "look good" in

second grade, we risk a child's potential

for later growth. 6

To make matters worse, the scoring
methods currently in vogue lead to their
own absurdities. Test scores are
reported by grade level norms: a second
grader taking the, test in April is
"average" if ne scores 2.7 (second year,
seventh month). Towards the two ends
of the scale the grade-level equivalents
go wild. On one of the tests examined
here, 77 out of 84 right scores 3.7,
4 more right jumps it to 5.2, and a mere
3 more catapults a student to 8.4.

At the other end, average luck at
guessing will place a second grader
taking this test at Z.O. A few bad
guesses and he zooms down to 1.3. For
this reason, a poor reader is best
advised to take the most advanced test
he can, where, assuming he skips
nothing and has average luck, he will
'score amazingly high in terms of
grade level. The test makers admit
the scoring system is misleading. They
argue that it is hard to find one that
will better satisfy the public.

How children handle tests

Following the spring 1971 testing
period in New York City, I spent two
weeks talking about the tests with
second and third grade children with
whom I had worked for some years in a
central Harlem school. All had just
completed one of two tests: Primary II
or Elementary I of the Metropolitan
Reading Achievement tests. These tests
are fairly typical, and the following
comments are not intended as criticism
of this particular set. For while in
certain respects it has improvable
qualities, this set is no worse than
any others and better than some.

These tests are given to all second
through fourth grade children (7- to
9-year-olds) in New York City each
spring. I met with about 15 children
in small group discussions and indivi-
dual sessions, taping their comments so
that I could review them later with
other colleagues. Most of the children
had had a limited period of skillful
pre-test coaching, were among our best



students academically, and had spent at
least a year in fairly informal classrooms.

These conversations led me to note at least
four broad areas of competence that seemed
to be involved in an ability to score high.
Few of these competencies seemed necessarily
connected, however, to "readingi" "word
knowledge" or "comprehension" the specific
aims of the test.

"best completes the sentence". The
sentences are of the type: "Afraid means
to..." ."To know is to...", or, "Quiet
is the opposite of...." What the test
seems to be seeking are synonyms and
antonyms. But the children invented their
own game of word association. A synonym
is only one approach to "word definition"
and involves a quite abstract notion about
the replaceability of one word for another.

The most startling realization was the If pressed for a "meaning children
extent of confusion in Most children's minds (and adults) generally give a story
about what they were being asked to think r" example that describes the word or which
about or do. The test directions involved uses it appropriately.
thinking skills that were inappropriate for
most 7-year-olds; not only was there a poor When I asked what "afraid" means,
choice of wording but also a mismatch children told me when or _awl you might be
between the test tasks and,the minds of the afraid, e.g., "Afraid means like when you
children for whom the test was intended. go someplace new and you get afraid."

For example, one part of the "word
knowledge" subtest consists of simple'line
drawings followed by a choice of four words.
The child is asked to select the one that
"tells what the picture is about." Gener-
ally, children had no difficulty thinking of
a name for the object in question. But if
that name did not work, the children were
not always able to refocus in order to
select the possible word association that
the testmaker might have had in mind.

A child in second grade looking at a
drawing of a merry-go-round sought vainly
for the word "merry -go- round ". The only
word that begins with an 're is 'mile,' she
wailed. "It couldn't be right, could it?"
she inquired insecurely. A few chose
"run" because the horses in the picture,
they said, might be running. The correct
answer, incidentally, was "turn."

Simiiarly, a few good readers were
stumped by the picture of a ball! They
went over and over the possible answers.
Afterwards some insisted that there had been
something wrong with their test! The
"right answer," b-a-l-1, must certainly
have been somewhere.. They were unable to
even consider "round" as a possible answer,
although, as with "turn", most were quite
able to read and use it appropriately.

Another section of the "word knowledge"
subtest requires children to note the
Underlined word in an incomplete sentences
and then choose one of four words which

7

They often selected the right answer,
"scared," to complete this sentence be-
cause it was natural for them to use it
in the context of "afraid." ("I get
scared when I am afraid'," seemA to ;lake
sense.)

However, and for precisely the same
reason, the children -were divided more
or less equally between right and
wrong answers on the sentence "to keep
means to..." The four choices included
"carry" and "hold". The ones who got it
right said, "If you want to keep something
you got to hold onto it." The others,
who answered it wrong, said with equal
logic, "If you want to keep it you better
carry it," In both cases the children
were explaining the relationship in life
between two words.

For some children of 7 and 8, "oppo-
sites" were difficult and were confused
in their mind with the concept of "very
different." When I tried to explain
the notion of opposites, I began to grasp
how complex and abstract this "simple"
idea was. Familiarity leads most children
to the correct answers. But for some
children, "tall" and "far" were opposites
just as clearly as "tall" and "short",
and no reasoned argument in the world
could demonstrate otherwise at this age.
Their failure again was not due to an
incapacity to read the right answer, but
rather an inability to focus on the
specific relationship involved.



While this kind of data is of ihterest
to a good teacher in assessing a child's
mode of thinking and classifying, it tells
us very little about his'"word knowledge"
and his ability to read. There might well
be a statistical correlation between
children who are "advanced" in such tasks
and those who succeed in school and become
good readers.

However, if we are merely seeking a
statistically predictive tool, one that
will serve our purposes quite well already
exists, one carefully documented in the
Coleman Report, which proves that the
best predictor of all'is the income/
educational background of a child's
parents. Such statistical correlations
are merely indicative of the degree to
which schooling is too often made irrele-
vant- -not proof of the extent to which

schooling is used effectively. Statistical

correlations are not always sufficient
evidence as to whether or not we are in
fact measuring a relevant cognitive skill.

For our purposes, what is vital to know
is whether a child answers a question
incorrectly because he cannot read,

because the vocabulary is unfamiliar or
confusing to him, or merely because he
has interpreted it'in accord with his
own common sense, in a manner appropriate
to his age and his own experience. Even

his "right" answers should be scrutinized
with these same kinds of questions.

A similar confusion over the meaning of
the test directions plagues many children
in handling the "reading comprehension"
subtest. 'Despite persistent efforts
during the pretest coaching to help
children understand the relationship be-
tween the story paragraph above and .the
incomplete sentence tasks below, some
children "refused" to grasp it. They

stubbornly insisted upon inventing answers
as though the previous paragraph did not
exist, selecting answers instead based

on their own personal experiences, intu-
ition or fantasies. They did so even
when I reread the paragraph aloud to them,
in order to get them to check their own

answers. The very connection upon which

7 The language and subject matter are
largely inappropriate for young children.
For example, "a fair day is one that is..."
The answer is "clear". But many children
quite capable of reading the four choices
offered had never had any reason to,
connect "fair" with weather. "Fair means,"
they explained,,to me, '"when a teacher

doesn't be unfair," "when you go on rides,
that kind of fair," Similarly, few and
far between were the children who were
able to give me an example- of where
"point" and "place" were aynonyms or went
together in any way.

Other words were often unfair'in a
test to be used with city children--as
inappropriate as landlord, subway, cross-
town, apartment, junkie or project (mean -'
ing a big apartment building) would -be
for rural youngsters or comfortable
suburbanites. We are so unconsciously
biased in the world of schools in favor of
19th century America and suburban West-
chester county, that we quite forget that
some words have dropped out of urban

usage. Nor can one see why a reading,

test for 7- and 8-year-olds should pre-
sume that any child's verbal, much less
written, knowledge should include knowing
that a "canoe" is a "kind of boat" rather
than a "kind of ship", that "oats" are a
"kind of grain" or that "clay" is a "kind-
of mud". And imagine the adult mentality
that asks a 7-year-old child to select
just one right answer to "A iant is..."
'huge," "scary ," "fierce ," or mean ."

It is hardly worth belaboring the
absurdity of testing reading by asking
8-year-olds to read and answer questions
regarding Amazon ants, the discovery of
penicillin in 1928 by an English scientist,
Guy Fawkes Day and the Gunpowder Plot
against the British government 350 years
ago, or the contents and meaning of
Egyptian religious art. It would be
comparable to testing the average literate
adult's reading ability by giving him
passages to read from Einstein, Piaget or
an advanced trigonometry ,text. Thus the
test makers seek to impose a curriculum on
the primary grades--one that covers the
terminology appropriate to a study of

the validity of this part of the test is medical history, the geography of the

based failed to make se se to them. world, and the history of Western civili-

8 zation. To imagine such a curriculum



actually being covered in an average
school day is patently absurd; to attempt
it would be educationally criminal. All
good early childhood education begins with
the language of the child, values his own

'life and experiences and emphasizes reading
and writing as natural extensions of this
verbal communication.

Even the narrowest skills of reading- -
phonetic decoding ability and the
possession of a good basic sight vocabu-
lary--are poorly measured. Every attempt
is made to "trick" readers into betraying
phonetic lapses and sight-word confusions.

For example, among the four choices
offered alongside a drawing of a human
mouth are both "mouth" and "month". A
majority of our good readers selected
"month" because it came first. The u-n
reversal is, we know, common until fourth
grade even among many fluent reader°.
Reading experts almost universally urge a
casual approach to such reversals unless
they are also associated,with other reading
problems. Yet the test had a number of
such pitfalls which, to be avoided, would
require a cautiousness toward reading (a
word-fOr-word vocalization) that would
indicate poor reading habits. Month and
mouth and .1.u. and lel, for example, are
hardly likely to be confused in a real
reading situation.

Despite good sight word knowledge,
strong decoding skill and a substantial
verbal sophistication, some children still
get into serious trouble over their
interpretations of pictures or stories.

For example, when shown a picture of a
little boy at the beach with his hand on a'
girl's shoulder, almost everyone inter-
viewed selected "push" as the best answer.
While many did not understand the word
"wade" (which was the "right" answer), they
did not change their minds even when I
explained what it meant. The word "push"
seemed good enough and closer to their
own experience with such a situation.

Similarly, every second grader and all
but one of the third graders misinterpreted
a picture showing birds flying above and
below some trees. Those birds, they
insisted, were "flying many ways." Only

8 n
one boy chose the correct answer-- "fly-
ing in a flock". While this indicates that
many of these 7- and 8-year-olds were
unfamiliar with the word "flock," it also
means that most of them had an interpre-
tation of the phrase "flying in many
ways" that was different from the test
maker's.

In another drawing, a boy is waving
toward three boys talking together in the
distanCe. Most children incorrectly and
empathetically thought the boy by him-
self in the foreground was "lc,nely
because he does not have any friends."
While I found the children's answer
sensible, I had spontaneously answered Ft
"correctly" by selecting "John and some
boys belong to a club." Apparently I had
unconsciously responded to a small
suburban-type clubhouse in the background,
because afterward I had a hard time de-
fending my answer to the children or to
myself!

In still another, drawing, bright and
imaginative Karen worked out a very
skillful interpretation of a picture that
stumped many children. The picture'showed
a man in the foreground painting a wall,
and some other men in firemen's uniforms
in the background carrying some small
objects. "The man up front is painting,'
Karen explained proudly to our group.
"But the answer isn't this one about
painting because how would we know he was
a fireman! He hasn't a fireman hat on.
So they must be talking about those men
back there who are carrying things,
especially see this man in the fireman's
hat and that must be stuff for putting
out fires." So she selected, "The fireman
has the tools for putting out a fire."
She convinced most of the children, in-
cluding those who had correctly answered,
"The fireman is doing some painting" and
others who had said, "A fireman works by
himself." Her mistake was not recognizing
a fireman's uniform minus the hat and/or
being too suspicious of'the test. The
children who were right generally had not
bothered to read all the answers, but had
simply noticed the word "painting" in the
first answer given, and on that basis alone
eeked the right answer.
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Two children engaged in a charming
verbal battle over a drawing of a lady
shopping. "The man weighs the fruit bet-
fore mother buys it" just didn't seem
right to one girl. "Where will mother put
the fruit he's weighing, since she's
already carrying one bag that is too full?"
"Well," said her classmate, "she could
carry two bags." Her own mother does that
sometimes, and she demonstrated how it
could be done. The first little girl re
mained dubious.

Another picture, puzzled many children,
who could not see the logical connection
between any of the sentences and the pic
ture. The right answer was dependent
upon first noticing the detail of rain
streaks outside the window, connecting
these streaks to the idea of a rainstorm,
then linking a rainstorm with a power
failure and finally, all of this to the
candle on the table!

In still another scene, we see a smiling
welldressed girl in raincoat and rain
hat. Surely she was not going to let her
books get wet, was the,general consensus.
She must have covered them, although it
was hard to tell from the picture. Most
children selected one of two wrong
answers: "The rain will not hurt the
books" or "Mary is taking good care of A
the books." I arrived at the right answer
by following deviously deductive logic:
if nary had been conscientious and cov
ered her books there would be two equally
Correct answers. This cannot happen on a
standardizea test. Therefore, "Mary's
books will get wet in the rain" must be
the preferred answer. Yet all three
answers were equally easy to read and
equally defensible as descriptions of the
picture.

So convincing did I find the children's
arguments in support"of many of their
wrong answers, that I often had to seek
verification and counterargument from
other adults. One might claim that some

For all these reasons it should/not
be surprising that the second graders
scored best on the last and most obtuse
Yeading comprehension paragraph: The
topic was sound vibrations and a technical
description of how they are made. I

"dishonestly" told the.children not to

bother reading it for "understanding".
Instead, I suggested they start with the
incomplete sentence tasks and go back then
to find phrases that coincided with the
possible answers. Almost every child,
using this backward strategy, managed to
get two out of four right, and many
answered all four correctly.

In the easier paragraphs, in other
words, they were penalized precisely for
having sought to comprehend what was
written. As a result, for example, some
children thought Bill was "handsome"
rather than "kind" to teach his brother to
ride a bike. (Ugly was equated with
meanness and handsome with generosity.)
Several insisted Mike must have had "wise
parents" rather than "courage" to learn
to ride a bike. And virtually all the
children capable of reading the story
about the architect thought his most
important tools were his "paper and
pencil" rather than his "ideas ."

For most 7yearolds, who have just be
gun the reading process, reading is still
a laborious wordfor-;word activity in
which so much energy goes into decoding
and recalling that precious little is
left over for genuine comprehension of
any sort. This situation is intensifed
when the subject and vocabulary are

unfamiliar and require dealing with new
ideas. For most children there are simply
too many intellectual tasks to perform at
one time,, and the test is thus merely, a
hugh miserable confidenceshattering ex
perience. Yet they often did no worse,
if we were able to hold them together
long enough to answer every question,
than those described here who have mas
tered the first stages of real reading and

of their explanations were too labored, who were therefore in a position to bring
too imaginative or relied on a very limited' their "living" intelligence into the test
personal experience. But in only a few of situation.
the cases would greater reading skill, no
matter how we defined it, have helped this Conclusion
group of children avoid their mistakes. 1a

Schools can make a difference. But
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neither educational equality nor educa-
tional quality can be demonstrated or

measured through standardized group tests
foryoung children. The mistaken set of
assumptions that underlie these tests are
not merely absurd. They lea() to dis-

appointment, misplaced bitterness,
understandable paranoia, frantic parents,
educators and the public who then rush
from one educational panacea to another,
and finally, despair about the utility of
school reform altogether.

Learning is a complex process and much
remains to be understood about it. But

an evaluation system must,at the very
least, take into account what has been
painstakingly learned from years of
careful research and obs,tvation about a
child'S mode of thinking, growing and
learning. To use a tool to measure a
child's growth that ignores the personal,
the individual and often idiosyncratic
nature of a young child's language
cannot help us evalg=te eithei his
language or his reading skill. Finally,
and perhaps most important of all, it is
essential that we demand that testing
devices become the tool--and not the
.shaper - -of our educational objectives.

* * *
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Sustained Silent Reading
BY ROBERT A. MCCRACKEN, coordinator of elementary education, Western Washington State
College

I abhor recipes; they prescribe exactly what to do
I 3bhor rigid teaching plans, yet if I want all
pupils to read books, I know this recipe works.

A simple objective of any school's
reading program is to develop each
child's ability to read silently, and to
sustain himself when reading silently
without interruption for a relatively
long period of time. We call this
sustained silent reading or SSR. SSR is
the drill of silent reading; it is the
drill or practice necessary in learning
to read. SSR requires no special
machines or materials other than a timer 1. Each child must read silently. He
and it requires no special teacher 'must interrupt no one. The implication of
training or experiise. 1 1 this rule is that "I", the teacher, believe

and know that you can read silently so don't

To initiate SSR the teacher follows six
rules rigidly. The teacher may vary from
the rules after the SSR habit has been
established. Establishing SSR usually
takes only a few days, but it may take
three or four months if the class if
particularly reluctant. We find that
varying from these rules when starting
may cause SSR to founder.
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pretend that you can't The teacher may'
state an or else to convince the reluctant

reader that reading is the lesser of two
evils and to convince all pupils that he is
very serious about the business of silent
reading.

2. The teacher reads, silently. He
permits no interruption of his reading.
Preferably he reads adult fare in which he
can become engrossed. The teacher must
set an example.

3. Each child selects his own material.
The pupil must sele' a single book, or it
could be a magazine or a newspaper. No

book changing is permitted. The teacher
has books available if the pupil says he
has forgotten. There must be a wide
range of materials available. No pupil 0

is chided for selecting e book which is
too easy or.too hard.

4. A timer is used. An alarm clock or
cooking timer is set and placed so that
no one can see it and know when the time
is up. A wall clock does not kork initi
ally; the reluctant readers become cluck
watchers. Nor can the teachers act as
the timer; pupils will interrupt to ask
if time is up. Start with two or five
minutes. When the 'timer rings, the
teacher says, "Good. You sustained your
selves today. Continue reading silently
if you wish." Most classes will choose
to continue and they will maintain them
selves for twenty to fifty minutes more.
The teacher notes the class's sustaining
power and the next day sets the timer
forward so that it almost reaches the
sustained reading time of the first pupil
who quit.

5. There are absolutely no reports or
records of any kind. Pupils do not even
keep a list of books they use. Book
discussions, writing and record:keeping
flow naturally as sustained silent reading
becomes a habit, but nothing is required
initially or the reluctant readers do not
participate.

6. Begin with the whole class. Hetero
geneously grouped classes are easier to
start than homogeneously grouped ones.
Groups of ten or less sometimes can't get
started. With two or three children and

1

the teacher, the ,children feel free or
seem compelled to ask for help and they
expect a response.

During the first week the teacher'
follows the six rules without exception.

lIf the children have-responded as expected,
they will be sustaining themselves in
silent reading for thirty minutes by the
°end of the week. 'After the first week or
when the class has reached a sustaining
power of thirty minutes, the teacher should
vary from tha siT rules, The first two
rules remain inviolable for all practical
purposes and the third rule of self
selection is rarely not followed.

The teacher ends the SSR period by
reacting to the book he has been reading.
Pupils will follow his example. In fact,
the teacher may use his book as an
example and then require the pupils to
respond, orally or in writing. The
teacher may:,

1. Summarize in one sentence the main
idea or theme of the book he was reading.

2. Read a paragraph from his book and
relate it to current happenings, national
political events or something in school.

3. Use the dictionary to check a word
and comment about its unusual usage or
that it is a word he never remembers
seeing before.,

4. Have the pupils question him about
his book and develope,models of questioning
sohit students learn to go beyond simple
recall type questions.

5. Describe how some episodes in the
book have given him ideas about how to,'
teach or work with pupils and discuss
adopting a new procedure.

6. Begin to keep a journal of inter
esting words, ideas, phrases, etc.

7. List the books he reads or the pages
read daily.

Every child should learn to read silent
ly and to sustain himself in a book for a
reasonably long period of time. Every
child can learn this through practice and
from adult example. Every child in kin
dergarten through high school should be
required to read silently every day. He
must have sufficient time to teach himself
how to read, and he must drill himself
until he becomes proficient:

12.


